RECOMMENDED SEALERS

Many of our customers over the years have asked us what sealers we recommend and where can they buy them. To make it easier for our customers we have decided to offer those recommended sealers directly to our dealers at competitive prices.

- **Master Seal 100** (Desert Brand) – Topical sealer, satin sheen, color enhancing
- **Royal Seal** (Smith’s Paint) – Topical sealer, high gloss, color enhancing
- **Smith’s Seal WB GLOSS** (Smith’s Paint) - Topical sealer, high gloss
- **Smith’s Seal WB LOW SHEEN** (Smith’s Paint) – Topical sealer, low sheen
- **Penetrating Sealer** (Desert Brand) – Penetrating sealer, invisible look

TOPICAL SEALERS

**Master Seal 100** (Desert Brand)
Master Seal is suitable for application where resistance to water, efflorescence, hot tire pick-up, ultraviolet light, or mildew is needed. Master Seal provides a penetrating, non-yellowing, satin gloss appearance that will darken the substrate.

- Color Enhanced Satin Look
- Non Yellowing
- Ultraviolet Light Resistant
- Fast Cure Time
- Interior and Exterior Application
- Infinite intercoat adhesion

**Smith’s Royal Seal High Gloss** (Smith’s Paint)
Smith’s Royal Seal High Gloss is a low VOC, non-yellowing, acrylic-based, liquid sealer for decorative concrete, brick, interlocking pavers, natural and manufactured stone. Transparent and easy-to-apply, this product enhances the beautiful rich tones with a high gloss appearance. Smith’s Royal Seal has been formulated to seal and protect decorative colored concrete by producing a hard, yet flexible, clear film.

- High Gloss Wet Look
- Ultraviolet Light & Alkali Resistant
- Fast cure time
- Infinite intercoat adhesion
- Non-yellowing
- Good blush resistance
- Low VOC
- Interior and Exterior application
- EQ Credit 4.2 Low-Emitting Materials: Paints & Coatings
Smith’s SEAL WB GLOSS and LOW SHEEN (Smith’s Paint)
Smith’s Seal WB is a single component urethane/acrylic-polymer based, high solids sealer for the decorative concrete industry. This product is clear, non-yellowing and easy to apply. Smith’s Seal WB is a low level VOC formulation which meet both the South Coast AQMD and EPA standards. This single component sealer was specifically developed for the residential decorative concrete market.
· Low Odor
· High Gloss or Low Sheen
· Ultraviolet Light & Alkali Resistant
· Fast cure time
· Infinite intercoat adhesion
· Non-yellowing
· Low VOC
· Interior and Exterior application

PENETRATING SEALERS

Penetrating Sealer (Desert Brand)
Desert Brand Penetrating sealer is a deep penetrating, non-film forming (Invisible), fast acting sealer for porous paver tiles and other porous masonry surfaces. This sealer will penetrate the pore structure and make it highly water resistant and will help to preserve the surface from spalling, cracking, discoloration, and efflorescence.

SURFACE PROTECTANTS

Surface protectants can be used to protect sealed surfaces and glazed ceramic finishes
· Glass & Tile Shield (Oceancare Products) – Surface protectant, wet areas
· Top Finish (Desert Brand) – Surface protectant, interior/exterior floor polish

Glass and Tile Shield (Ocean Care)
An invisible, non-toxic, easy to apply surface protectant that inhibits the bond of calcium and other mineral deposits. Protected surfaces are easier to maintain and most deposits are removed with light brushing or scrubbing. This eliminates the need for abrasive or acidic cleaners and keeps your surfaces looking new, longer.
· Prevents calcium and mineral build-up
· Reduces maintenance on tile, shower doors & more
· Excellent for pools and water features
· Invisible, non-toxic & easy to apply

Top Finish (Desert Brand)
A high-performance interior/exterior acrylic floor polish designed to provide exceptional resistance to scuff marks and dirt retention when applied to high traffic areas. Top Finish may be applied over several types of flooring including epoxy, polyurethane and acrylic coated floors, vinyl flooring, tile flooring and previously sealed magnesite and masonry type surfaces. Product Features Desert Brand Top Finish is low VOC, easy to use, self polishing, buffable, and is intended for commercial and residential use,